
The Backseat of my Car (and other safe places)
a one-to-one performance by Greg Wohead



“A truly intimate one-on-one coming of age journey whose 
gentle and richly evocative narrative brings audience and 
performer into genuine emotional as well as physical 
closeness aided by the masks of a simple wig and pair of 
glasses.”
   -Becci Smith, Total Theatre

The Backseat of my Car (and other safe places) is a one-to-one 
performance that takes place in a parked car. It’s a gently interactive 
storytelling piece about closeness, danger and intimacy through the lens of 
our teenage selves.
-
You get in the passenger seat of the car. Greg is already in the driver’s seat. 
Greg puts on a pair of thick-rimmed glasses. He asks you to put on a wig and 
says “You be Cathy and I’ll be me. Only it’s 1998, we’re 16 years old and 
we’re in Mesquite, Texas.”
Greg smiles warmly, making an effort to put you at ease. He’s going to tell you 
a story. During the story he’ll ask you to do or say some simple things. All you 
have to do is follow his instructions. He tells you not to worry, it will make sense 
as we go along.

Throughout the story, Greg gently guides you through your actions as Cathy 
and feeds you lines to say back to him. As the story progresses, you find 
yourself asking Greg for a lift home. There’s an awkward silence, so he puts on 
a CD: No Need to Argue by The Cranberries. That makes things a little more 
comfortable.
Prompted by Greg, you lightly touch his arm and ask him if he wants to go to 
the lake. At the lake, you tell him that you and your boyfriend have been having 
some problems. 
You lock eyes, and--guided by Greg--you lean in closer to him. He leans in 
closer to you. You lean in even closer. So does he. You lean in just a little closer. 
And he does too. The moment is held, your lips nearly touching. It’s possible 
that you could kiss, and it feels dangerous; electric.
And then you pull away. You ask to be taken home. When Greg drops you off, 
you say, ”I’ll see you tomorrow at band practice.”
You get out of the car, drop the wig onto the passenger seat and walk away, 
closing the car door behind you.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The Backseat of My Car (and other safe places) is a flexible piece that works well in 
multiple contexts, including festivals.

DURATION
•6 minutes plus walking time from box office to car (usually an allocation of 10 minute slots 
is sufficient)
•The number of performances that can take place in one day is negotiable.
SPACE
•The performance takes place in a parked car situated in a semi-secluded area where the 
performance won’t be disturbed by passersby.
EQUIPMENT
•Provided by artist: 1 wig, 1 pair of glasses
•Provided by venue: 1 car
PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
•1 artist, Greg Wohead
•1 usher/assistant to facilitate participant time slots, provided by venue
SITE VISITS
Site visits are not necessary, provided the venue can supply photos of the car and the area 
where it will be parked and guarantee the area won’t be disturbed by passersby.
A NOTE REGARDING TIME OF DAY
•This performance is flexible with regards to time of day, but works especially well in the 
evening or night.

Written and performed by Greg Wohead



Greg Wohead is a London-based writer, performer and 
live artist originally from Texas. So far his work has been 
strongly rooted in autobiography and usually takes the 
form of hybrid pieces of theatre, live art and storytelling 
involving drawings, pico projections or cassette tapes. 

Greg has recently been commissioned through Flying 
Solo to work with Fuel, Contact Theatre, The Albany and 
MC Theater (Amsterdam) to develop a new show, The 
Ted Bundy Project - a theatre piece about serial killer Ted 
Bundy. 

Greg’s work has been supported by Battersea Arts 
Centre, Ovalhouse, Wales Millennium Centre, The 
Basement, The Yard—where he is an Artistic Associate—
and Arts Council England.
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Hurtling and The Backseat of my Car (and other safe places) together form The 
Nearness of You, a pair of performances dealing with ideas of closeness 
(physically and temporally), the sensation of driving, autobiography and the 
experience of time.

Hurtling is an interaction across time at a physical distance. The Backseat of my 
Car is an immediate interaction in close proximity. Each piece creates different 
qualities of intimacy with a stranger.

The two performances can be programmed on their own as standalone 
experiences, or both pieces can be programmed together to allow participants the 
option of experiencing each in relation to the other.

HOW IT CAN WORK

If programmed together, the two performances can take place on the same day; 
Hurtling during daylight hours and The Backseat of my Car in the evening. This 
can increase the number of participants, making it a little more feasible from a 
programming perspective. For example, if programmed over a two day period, the 
combined performances could accommodate up to 60 participants.

Please get in touch to discuss more about programming each piece separately or 
as a pair.

THE NEARNESS OF YOU: A PAIR
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